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The Monthly Report of the Southern Observatory for Human Rights
February 2012

Bern, 20.03.2012

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) issue a periodic report for the 
month of February 2012 to demonstrate to the world public opinion, regional and local 
magnitude of the crimes and violations committed by the Yemeni regime forces against 
the citizens of the South, and the facts of dealing those authorities with human rights and 
fundamental freedoms.

The Yemeni regime forces attacks have been characterized during this month of cruelty 
and brutality perspective, geared their potential in a bid to rein in the southern anger and 
protests repression. They accounted for the presidential election process interoperability 
appropriate to commit more such attacks against the southerners, taking advantage of 
their position of refusing to participate in these elections, because they do not concern 
them and do not restore their independent state.

Yemeni force use excessive force and methods of oppression and intimidation to suppress 
the protesters. The southern provinces have turned to the battlefields unannounced; 
spread the various types of military vehicles, including medium and heavy weapons, 
which did not hesitate to launch fire on peaceful marches and citizens houses, hospitals 
and schools, which caused damage in many of them.

The climate of fear and panic prevailed a feeling of the citizens in the cities and villages 
of South Yemen, due to the brutal methods practiced by the Yemeni forces. Yemeni 
authorities have mobilized more than a hundred thousand of soldiers and officers to 
ensure and protect the conduct of early presidential elections, and the southern provinces 
have the most of them which share the aim of ensuring citizens by force to participate in 
these elections.

The Southern Observatory for human rights (SOHR) calls the international community to 
shoulder its legal, humanitarian and ethical responsibilities to protect the people of the 
South Yemen and their rights and freedoms from the arrogance of the regime, and calls 
through the United Nations Council for Human Rights to take the initiative in moving the 
issue file of the south and its riddled with violations of the rights of its citizens, and in 
particular their right to self-determination.
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The Southern Observatory calls the international and regional community to give priority 
to humanitarian issues to our people who they are exposed every day to repression and 
abuse of the Yemeni regime, and call you to depart from the silence of inhumanity 
suffering of the citizens of the South. This appeal of Southern Observatory Memorandum 
to the President of the nineteenth session of the United Nations Human Rights Council 
held in Geneva on 27 February, which was distributed to many of the delegations to 
participate. (See section reports Observatory). We reiterate our call for to the 
international community to create an international mechanism capable to reducing the 
violations, starting with the appointment of a special rapporteur for human rights in South 
Yemen.

Extrajudicial killings:

The right to life was guaranteed by international law, but it is right that the divine law for 
a person who was honored by God Almighty and the campus shed his blood, however, 
this right has become vulnerable to abuse in the South Yemen, bringing the style typical 
unusual practiced by Yemeni authority soldiers without hesitation or fear of punishment. 
All cases of murder and injury committed against the citizens of the South did not face 
any accountability; this is what encouraged the perpetrators and others from committing 
more serious violations.

On Thursday 23February 2012 killed a young Mohammed Salem Baraidh by forces shot 
power to rear his participation in the festival organized by a mass movement in the 
southern city of Mukalla, expression of the failure of the elections in the province of 
Hadramout. The Young murder Baraidh was killed in retaliation for the success of the 
masses of Hadramout in their boycott of the elections, according to local electronic 
newspaper "Al Mukalla Press".

The boy Mohammed Omar Mahfouz Alhindi aged of 15 years was killed on Sunday 26 
February in the city of Alshahr-Hadramout, as he left the courtyard of his school passing 
next to the "City Hotel", not realizing that there lurks him to commit a crime against 
childhood and the right of morality and humanity. The Web site, "Almukalla now" said 
that citizens demanded the security services raided the hotel to prevent the involvement 
of Hadramout and her children.

The impact of the Yemeni regime forces on Thursday 9February fire on a peaceful march 
organized by the Directorate of the people of Aldalh revival of the Southern Prisoners' 
Day. In this event killed the student Muhammad Tahir Alshuaibi and the children Abdul 
Salam Ali Ahmed. The Web site of "Adenalghad" said this was as a result of heavy 
wound shooting at the demonstrators.
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The soldier Mohammed Saleh Abdullah from Mukayras in Abyan province was killed on 
Monday 6 February at the hands of a Yemeni soldier’s power on the back of his 
participation in a protest made by a number of southern soldiers to demand their monthly 
salaries. The Web site of "Almasdaronline" reports that the killer may have been 
smuggled out of the camp to an unknown destination.

Yemeni security forces killed on Sunday 5 February 2012 the young Hassan Mohamed 
Ali Abdelmanh during the shooting of a protest following the demolition of the security 
of a tent erected for the mobility region in Bin Azzun in the city of Alshrig-Hadramout.

The citizen Damah Ali Mansour from Mudis in Abyan province killed by unidentified 
gunmen suspected of Al-Qaeda, when fired on Friday 3 February 2012 a hail of fire 
toward the citizens opposed to them, and they were not doing anything when they were 
on the pavement of the highway of the Directorate as reported on "Adenalhad".

 Attempted murder extrajudicial killings:

The attempted murder (the wound and injury) become common in the South Yemen,  the 
injury from being of citizens is lucky to be alive, where he sees the perpetrator of the 
offense that this work is clemency to the victim rather than killing him to loss of his life. 
The statistical high number of casualties emphasizes the indiscriminate use of live 
ammunition against demonstrators.

the citizen Saleh Omar bin Atas from the people of the region Rukhmh Alyafieh on 
Monday 27 February  fired from soldiers stationed at the point of Alanad for inspection, 
which was severely wounded and was taken to the military hospital in case of arrest,  and 
forbidding him to visit his relatives.

In the attack traveled embarked upon by the armed forces of the Yemeni regime, on 
Sunday 26 February raided the Martyrs' Square in the city of Almansoura governorate of 
Aden, using the shooting heavily and randomly on the ground and houses adjacent, 
injured on the impact of eight citizens, including two girls and a child five years old, and 
damaged dozens of homes, as well as the Mosque of Omar Ibn Al-Khattab. The Web site 
of "Aden Daily News" reported the names of the wounded as follows:

 Sara Abdulkadir
 Ali Mohamed abdulillah
 Badir Abdulkarim
 Mohamed Ali Hassan

 Abdulkhlig Alshouibi
 Hisham Saeed Awad
 Kifaiah Qassem Hassan
 Ibrahim Fadhel Alshouibi

Bullets the Authority forces on Thursday 23 February hit an activists in the southern 
movement Ahmed Nasser Allahji and Ahmed Awad Banafa and Omar Ahmed alhagri, 
when they were returning from a public festival organized by the southern movement in 
the city of almukalla-Hadramout.
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In the intervention of the Yemeni forces to break up a clash between supporters of the 
southern movement and elements of the Alislah Party on Thursday 16 February  in the 
city of Almukalla, wounded the activist Mohsen Basaad and activist and Waheen 
Alhaddada and activist Aboody algunidi shotgin by Yemeni forces.

Lutfi Awad Bazhir  and his nephew Ahmed Ramadan on Friday, February 10 wounded 
by bullets collaborators with Yemeni security forces while attending festival organized 
by the southern movement in the Directorate of Shibam- Hadramout.

The impact forces Authority of Yemen on Thursday, 9 February fired on a peaceful 
march organized by the people of the Directorate of Aldalh revival of southernPrisoners 
Day, were killed a boy of about thirteen and a student nearly 22 years (see Section 
deaths), while wounding more than 14. The Web site of "Adenalghad" reported the 
names of the wounded as follows:

 Nagi Alfati
 Anwar Ali Mohsen
 Abdulla Nagi Algul
 Amad saeed 
 Qassem Ali Merfed
 Asad Muthana almesri
 Nagib alhadidi

 Abdulrahman Muthana alqisi
 Saeed Nasser almudasam
 Abu amid alsouibi
 Mohamed Ali Hamud
 Saleh Mohsen
 Nouman Moqbel Obadi
 Taha Fadhel

The citizen Zaida Hussein from the people of the Directorate of Darsaad-Aden on the 
evening of Monday 6February injured seriously after being hit by it in the yard her home 
by a bullet type "Dushka" launched by the Yemeni army units stationed in tour Caltex 
Almansoura- Aden, which has repeatedly firing their weapons into the air wildly 
intimidating of the citizens. The Web site of "Adenalghad" said that the people of the city 
of Almansoura complain of repeated incidents of indiscriminate firing by the army units 
in Caltex almost daily without obvious reasons.

While it was a peaceful march organized by the Southern Movement on Friday3 February 
3roaming the main street of the city of Almuala in the governorate of Aden to condemn 
the presidential elections due to be established in the south, as shot by pouring on the 
participants, it comes from militia of the band's first ironclad of the Yemeni army backed 
civic groups took from the city of Sana'a in order to generate chaos in the province of 
Aden and the reduction of activity of the Southern Movement demands independence and 
restore their state. One of the citizens said to "Adenalghad" he saw the elements of the 
Northern provinces are firing on youth of Almuala. The Web site of "Sadaaden" reported 
the news of the attacks that resulted in the wounding of twenty-six participants, many of 
them serious injury, (see revealed the wounded).
The Southern Observatory for Human Rights issued condemned this attack. (See section 
Statements of SOHR).
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Presidential elections occasion to commit further violations:

In an attempt to impose the Yemeni authorities force for the harmonic presidential 
elections between their parties in the southern provinces, using the force to vote the 
southerners the candidate by southerners. The Yemeni authorities scoffed at its 
possibilities through persuasion and seduction, as well as through intimidation. However, 
the citizens of the South did not care to these pressures, refusing those elections, and they 
are considering it legitimizes the control of the Yemeni regime to the South. And they 
turned the polling day on a comprehensive civil disobedience day in all the southern 
provinces at the invitation of the southern leaders, and the Supreme Council of the 
Peaceful Southern Movement.

Because of the reluctance of the citizens of the southern provinces to vote in the 
presidential elections held on Tuesday 21 February 2012, and proceeding with the 
organization of the activities of a peaceful protest against it, but the Authority forces 
proceeded on the strained security situation and terrorize the citizens by a number of 
imbalances of security, including bombings, shootings and spread its soldiers on the 
roads, neighborhoods and districts for a multiple checkpoints, and used other methods of 
disturbing and provocative. Indeed, the Yemeni regime forces turned the cities and 
villages of these provinces to military barracks to position the troops and heavy 
mechanisms, provided without hesitation or inaction on the use of bullets fired 
indiscriminately into neighborhoods and houses, exciting the horror and fear in the hearts 
of its inhabitants. Analysts said that the actions of regime forces aimed to convince public 
opinion that behind these imbalances is the southern movement that rejects the elections, 
which giving it a justification to wage a campaign of murder and brutality against its 
activists, and in addition to discredit their peace struggle.

As a result of attacks committed by the Yemeni forces against the southerners was killed 
on Monday and Tuesday, 20 and 21 February 2012, thirteen people and sixty-seven 
wounded, and forty-three prisoners, the most of them in the province of Aden. It 
represented the right of a witness to the massacre of the Yemeni regime's crimes which 
can not be forgotten by the people of the South, so as to bring the perpetrators to the just 
punishment. ((See revealed the victims)).

- In the province of Aden heard on the night before the polling day of presidential 
elections many explosions as well as the release of lead heavy and repeated in some of its 
districts, and in the polling day on Tuesday 21 February opened the units of the Authority 
forces loaned fire on citizens protesting in all districts of the province, and entered with 
them in the clashes, punctuated by hit-and-run operations, to become a real battleground.  
It has been observed the forces of authority to use the "sniper" to kill the activists of the 
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southern movement, where was killed Saleh Matash shot in the back of the head, and 
other five people including a child not over the age of ten, named Anwar Mohammed Ali, 
Salem Awad bin Jaber, Ahmed Mohammed Sheik, and Jabel Alkhder Nasser Aldjadna, 
and thirty-eight wounded. In the neighborhood Algulwah forces opened fire power on 
Tuesday 21 February on the anti-election protesters, killing the ctivist Salem bin Jabor, 
and next to him were wounded three others: Mohammed Munir Said, Ghassan Aalghemla 
and Ahmed Sheikh. Despite the ferocity and arrogance of the regime forces, the citizens 
were able to failure of the elections in most polling stations in the province of Aden, 
resulting in the electoral commissions and oversight to withdraw from their positions.

In the province of Hadramaut has stepped up the Yemeni regime forces the 
reinforcements from the soldiers and military equipment deployed in the various 
directorates and in their neighborhoods to terrible the citizens, absolutely terrible fire at 
random citizens and creating for the introduction of ballot boxes to polling stations and to 
impose the vote by force. The city of Mukalla on Tuesday 21 February 2012 has seen 
several protest rallies opposed to the elections, which led Yemeni forces to fire the 
weapons. And have continued fighting throughout polling day, and wounded by the 
aggressor forces three young people: Mohad Abdullah Bagazalah, Mohammed Abdullah 
Bamthagal, and Abu Bakr Alhamomi. On Monday 20 February as a memorable day for 
the city of Mukalla, where wounded on that day five activists of the southern movement. 
Also killed the young man Rashad Ahmad ibn Bakr Alaubthani during his participation 
in the protests carried out by the people of the city of Alshahr, in addition There were 
wounded Ibrahim Saeed Bawafi and Khalid Jamaan Bagrayb.
In the city Saoun the forces opened fire on Monday 20 February 2012 on the protesters, 
refusing the presidential elections, which resulted in the death of a protester named Saleh 
Bakhit Alsayari.
In Gail Bawazir wounded young Omar Alhifi in the head by the Yemeni forces opened 
fire towards the random citizens who gathered outside the electoral district, expressing 
their peacefully disapproval of those elections.
The leader of the southern movement Fuad Rashid, said the total number of injuries on 
the ballot in cities of Hadhramaut are 32 wounded, of whom was treated in hospital and 
left to their homes and some of them were treated by medical teams in the field. (See 
revealed the wounded).

- In the city of Attaq the capital of Shabwa province strengthened the Yemeni forces their 
units with more troops and equipment, as seen the arrival of convoys of armored vehicles 
the military, which they come to the town in the suppression of citizens 'demonstrators' in 
the arena of peaceful protests, fired heavily on the demonstration organized by the 
southern movement on Monday 20 Feb 2012 resulting in injury of 13 of the 
demonstrators, according to the website of "Sadaaden". Several choked by gas and 
arrested three of the activists after the assault rifle butts, as well as fear and panic that 
local the community. We note that the forces of power did not bother for the sanctity of 
freeing the central hospital and sent a number of tear gas to stifling of breath, leading to 
cases of suffocation in the ranks of the sick and the doctors and staffs.
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- In Alhota the capital of Lahj province deployed armored vehicles and military crews in 
the city, and opened fire towards the citizens who reject the elections to kill the citizens 
Fadhel Nasser Jumiah, Awad Salem Al-Aqil and the child Awatef Alhaji.

- In the Directorate of Lauder in Abyan province the regime forces opened fire towards 
the protested citizens, and fell death two brothers Fahd Naseb and Hamada.

The face of public civil disobedience with excessive force:

Seen all the southern provinces on Tuesday 21 February 2012 a comprehensive civil 
disobedience carried out by the citizens of the South in the expression of their refusal to 
participate in the presidential election conducted by the Yemeni regime to bring a new 
consensual president instead of the former president. The implementation of this 
disobedience in response to the call launched by the peaceful southern movement, which 
sees in these elections, "conduct does not mean people of the south, as far as concern 
them to return of their independent state." In fulfillment of this civil disobedience, the 
people of the south have expressed their reluctance to participate in those elections, 
considering their rejection to these elections. This is exploited by the Yemeni regime 
forces to use of force against the sons of the South, using live bullets and tear gas on the 
southern citizens, and that resulted in the killing of many of them (see revealed the 
victims of the regime forces). 

In the province of Aden has paralyzed the life in general in all its departments, the shops 
and places service closed their doors and stopped the movement of vehicles from the 
roads, and viewed free of polling stations voters. This is why the forces of authority to 
carry out attacks on citizens, violating their right to express their rejection of the 
elections.

In the province of Hadramout the call for civil disobedience has a high response, And in 
the city of Almukalla the capital of the province the traffic completely paralyzed and all 
public life, as well as other disobedience included in all walks of life. In Alshahr were 
seen burning tires in the streets of the city, and angry demonstrations.

In the province of Abyan indicated “Aden News Agency” that the elections failed 
because the citizens rejected to participate in these elections.

In the province of Lahj has seen the civil disobedience successful by all standards, with 
complete absence of any manifestations indicate the presence of elections or to suggest 
that that day is the day of polling for the presidential elections.

In the city of Attaq capital Of Shabwa province the civil disobedience included all service 
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facilities which closed the shop doors and stopped the movement in the number of city 
streets.

Arbitrary arrests:

- Yemeni authorities arrested on Wednesday 29 February 2012 activist of southern youth 
movement Tawfik Aljawobei, where the military took him to an unknown destination. 
The family of the activist carried Yemeni authorities full responsibility for the life of her 
son, and they called to release him and the remaining southern detainees. 

- The Yemeni authority forces proceeded on Tuesday,28 February 2012 in the city of 
Saoun-Hadramout to arrest two young men Mohammed Khamis bin Shamis and Hicham 
Jamaan Musab, under the arguments of malicious of investigation by Yemeni intelligence 
officers.

- On Saturday 26 February 2012 at the Directorate of Broome Mayfa'a Hadrami, arrest 
both of political activists Ali Salem Al-Mabrouk and Mohammed Bamtrouh Alrmeli
without any charge, under the disclosure issued by the security authorities in the district 
includes 27 names of political activists all of whom are wanted for arrest on the back of 
their political activities in support to the trends of the southern movement.

- The Yemeni security forces on Monday 20 February Proceeded the arrest of nearly of 
twenty young from a large group announced its withdrawal from the arena of change in 
the capital Sanaa, during their return to the city of Aden on a adjacent of the security 
checkpoint in Dar Saad entrance to the city of Aden. The Web site, "Sadaaden" said until 
now does not know their fate and the nature of the charge against them.

- A few days before polling day of the presidential election the Yemeni forces launched
in the governorate of Aden a campaign arrests of a large number of peaceful activists of 
the southern movement. In the directorate of Dar Saad the security services on the 
evening of Sunday 19 February arrested five activists. Where the Web site of  " 
Hayataden" said that was confiscated by the possession of the southern media, and those 
forces are still pursuing others.
In the neighborhood Khormaksar the forces captured five others according to “Alteef 
network"  their names as follows: Dr. Zaid Kasim Thabit a lecturer at the University of
Aden, Bakil Algumali, Sami Alkildi, Mohammed Hussein Al Mansouri, Zaid Alumari,
where they are arrested during a lunch in a neighborhood restaurants.

- Under arrest campaigns waged by the Yemeni forces of the southern movement 
activists,  on Monday 13 February 13 and their names: Abdo Bahov and the activist Amir 
bin Kurman. The Web site of “Siyasapress " said the political Press" news that these 
arrests come on the back of their call to reject the election.

- The Yemeni forces on Friday 3 February accompanied by six cars to break the Youth 
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revolution Square in the city of Almukalla, using live bullets and tear gas in an attempt to 
control it and expel the youth revolution of the South. Despite the entry of these forces 
and the arrogance of these power to the tent scene and looting their contents from 
microphone, images and slogans, but the youth revolution expressed in response to this 
attack with stones, using the style hit-and exhausted to the aggressor of these forces. As a 
result of abuse of power, arrested five youths after being subjected them to beatings and 
abuse according to the “Aden news agency” that reported names as follows:
Mohammed Baskran

Shaker Said Parede
Ali Saeed Basas
Osama Farag Mirsal
Saeed Mabrouk Bashrahil

Enforced disappearance:

Unidentified gunmen on Wednesday 15 February 2012 Kidnapped a number of young
people in the city of Almukalla in broad daylight, according to eyewitnesses that the 
militants appear to facial features and face features of the northern and wearing civilian 
clothes kidnapped young Salim bin Al-Shibh and Walid Bayonis and Mohsen Alakbari 
and Vaez Ben Shamlan after folloingand them at gunpoint to drove them to unknown 
locations, and until now was not known their fate.

Torture and ill-treatment:

- Two young men Ahmed Awad Banafa and Omar Ahmed Alhagri were beaten after the 
wounded on Thursday 23February  by Yemeni forces  in the city of Almukalla on the 
back of their participation in the effectiveness of the southern movement in the city, 
according to what the site of "Almukallapress ".

-The citizen Faisal Mubarak Ben Smidah on Tuesday 21 February exposure to assault 
beaten by bodyguards of the Director's security forces in the city of Almukalla, then he 
was detained without legal justification in the bathroom of the Department of Security, in 
which was treated inhumane treatment of cursing and insulting.

- The Authority forces in the city of Tarim on Monday 20 February preceded the arrest of 
the activist Salem Abdul Sheikh, as well as the activist Abdullah Aljawi and taken to the
camp on the outskirts of the city of Trim-Hadramout. The people of the detained activists 
said that their sons were tortured with physical painful and psychological, and they have 
been linked to their feet and chained without mercy for five days. 

In a complaint filed by people who have been arrested Badr  Alkader Al-Saidi, Mohsen 
Jawad Salem and Mostafa Abdel Alhomaiqani. It was stressed that their children had 
been tortured and ill-treatment by the Yemeni security forces after being detained 
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arbitrarily. According to the complaint that the armed groups traveling in three cars 
attacked them without numbers on the morning of Monday 13 Feb, then were subjected 
to torture, beatings and humiliation, and were then transferred to the criminal prison in 
Khormaksar. The families called the doctor investigate them, but the security forces 
refused to do so they are still in prison until now.

Attacks on activists of southern movement:

- Unknown elements proceeded on Monday 27 February 2012 to fire on the home of 
political activist Khaled Mansour Alsulimani the Chairman of the peaceful movement 
council in the directorate of Ruddum-Shabwa, on the back of his opposition to the 
presidential elections and its failure in the Directorate.

- A human rights activist Huda Jafar received on Sunday 26 February 2012 a number of 
threatening letters and slander acting against her own lives and the lives of her family. A
number of human rights organizations have collapsed intellectual and human expression 
of grave concern that caused the writer and human rights activist Huda Jafar any harm or 
injury, especially if they stand behind from specialized groups to harass the book and free 
pens.

Yemeni Authority forces proceeded on Sunday 26 February 2012 to prevent a groups of 
supporters of the peaceful southern movement to return to their town Lauder because of 
their involvement in a public festival which was held in the city Amahin in the 
Directorate of Mudia. Aden news agency said that the soldiers of those forces have cut 
off the road and brandishing automatic weapons and heavy in the faces of the returnees, 
forcing them back to the city bright and the behavior of back roads to avoid dragging 
them to the armed confrontation with them.

- The commander Adel Alhalmi was assaulted by soldiers belonging to the security point 
of the central region of Alhusoh-Aden on Sunday 26 February, when he was driving his 
car toward his home. The soldiers in check point were attacking him and provoked, and 
they fired live rounds from their vehicles towards his car, but he was able to survive from 
them.

- A young activist Bassam Alkathi kidnapped at noon on Saturday 25 February by 
unidentified gunmen, and he said they are following the Central Security, and they took 
him to a camp in front of the Central Security (Alnasser) and there started to inspection, 
beatings and death threats being a separatist client, and plunder his phone and the amount 
of seventeen thousand riyals, according to the report of “Aden news agency”.

- The police officers Assaulted on Thursday afternoon 23 February 2012 on the southern 
movement activist Ahmed Banafah and Omar Alhagri, According to the Page of 
"Almukallapress" that said the e-Rescue Police arrested two young men when they 
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passed during the motorcycle in the area of Bajeman carrying the flag of the South. The 
soldiers assaulted and severely beat them with rifle butts.

- A group of Yemeni security pursued in Trim on Tuesday 21 February an activist in the 
southern movement Mohammed Bamisri. The Aden news agency said that the group of 
soldiers set up security ambush him on his way back to his home in the underlying in
Alrzhima in Tarim, where they followed him across the alleys, but he managed to escape.

- Launched a volley of bullets on Monday 20 February at the car of the leader of the 
southern movement in Shabwa Sheikh Ali ibn Thabit, when it was parked next to the 
Mosque of Omar bin Abdul Aziz in Attaq and causing severe damage.

- The immigration authorities in Yemen rejected on Sunday 21February granting political 
activist Awad Bin Awad Alsalahi to give him a passport for departure to Cairo for 
treatment. The Web site, "Asiyasapress" said that the Department of Immigration and 
Passport in Aden expressed its refusal to deal with the person in charge of the passport of 
the extraction of active instead of Salahi and threatened him if he returns to apply for a 
passport for the activist Salahi and will be committed to prison. 

- Sheikh Salem Bakotaian was assaulted the mosque preacher in Almukalla to the threat 
of killings by unknown masked men riding a motorcycle. The Web site of "Adenalghad" 
said on Wednesday 15 February Mr. Bakotaian has been on the topics of Friday sermons
with reality and detect irregularities and abuses in the province of Hadramout.

- The activist Abdul Fattah Al-Rubaie nicknamed "Skulls" on Sunday 12 February 
exposed for a failed assassination attempt when a car caught fire immediately after its 
launch his brother while he and his family traveling. And gently of God Almighty 
manage activist Abdul Fattah Al-Rubaie, "Skulls" and his family from out of the car and 
was put out the fire by citizens who had been near the scene. 

- The activists Abdullah Saeed Alwahidi and Salim Saeed saheb on Friday 3 February
exposed to run over a car driven by a member of the local council of the Directorate of 
Tarim, while Hilux car rammed firearms which they were traveling on the public 
highway to the Directorate of Tarim. The Aden news agency said the possibility that this 
attack is a matter of their participation in the vigil of what he suffered and beaten and 
dragged from his arrest.

- A number of activists of the Southern Movement, including activist Adel Ebadi and 
Abdul Razzaq Hassan Zain exposed to threat of physical liquidation by the groups follow 
the Alislah Party a partner in the government of Yemen, and on the back of their 
participation in the popular march organized by the movement on Friday 3 February in 
the city of Almuala-Aden.

Sheikh Hassan Banan the one of leaders of the southern movement was arrested with his 
companions in the prison in the city of Sanaa on Wednesday, 01 February, and was 
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attacked by the prisoners admitted forced to stay with him in one cell. The attackers use 
daggers which they entered with them for the implementation of this attack. It is worth 
mentioning that the leader of the movement Sheikh Banan was arrested in November last 
year in the province of Aden.

On the back of his human rights activities and political in the southern movement the
lawyer Faisal Salem Al-Tamimi and his house located in the Directorate of Trim exposed 
on Wednesday, 1 February to armed attack by unknown assailants, which used three hand 
grenades. The Web site, "Adenalghad" said that this is the attack of the third suffered by 
lawyers in Wadi Hadramout because of their political and human rights activities.

Harassment and threat of the press:

- The methods practiced by the Yemeni forces and others that you see in the press and 
journalists, a threat to their interests in uncovering the facts.  These authorities use the 
methods of threats and intimidation against the free pens, in violation of the freedom of 
expression and the right of journalists to expose facts of persecution suffered by his 
people in the South Yemen.

- In a statement to a journalist Firas Farouk Alyaf'i editor (Alhakika), in which he 
disclosed being on Saturday, 4 February to threaten by physical liquidation, condemning 
this method "childish" and wonder of those who stand behind it, blaming the security 
authorities responsible for what can be exposed and his family.

- On the back cover the site of "Adenalghad" the story of the unfortunate events in the 
city of Almuala-Aden on Friday 3 February 2012 received the journalist Fathi Ben 
Alazrak, editor of the site on the same day, a phone call by the leader of the party of 
Alislah in Aden Khaled Haidan, and assured him that the his party "can it be tolerated at 
all, but would not tolerate in the blood, in the language of threats and clear and explicit 
according to a news publication site. in the context of a campaign of solidarity with the 
journalist, Fathi Ben Alazrak issued by Southern Observatory (SOHR) a statement of 
solidarity condemned her as well as a threat to freedom of the pens and revealing 
expression of the truth. (see section data of SOHR).

- The journalist Ali Salem Al-Yazidi on Friday 24 February recieved a telephone 
message by unknown include the explicit threat of physical liquidation if it goes on
typing in the site (Almukalla to day). In a statement issued by the journalists' union has 
condemned the condemnation of this act which considering it a threat to the holders of 
intellectual brigade word honest and fair, and called the security services to maintain the 
integrity of the journalist.

- The journalist Sanad Bayashot press publisher and editor in chief of "Al Mukalla 
Today" on Friday,24February a telephone message containing explicit threat of physical 
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liquidation if it goes as he and his crew in his writing on the news. According to the site 
"Adenalghad,".

- The journalist Basem Alshuabi exposed on Sunday 5 February to tamper with his car 
tires, which confirmed a mechanic that this was to obstruct movement and overturned on 
the way. In a statement of solidarity by the Media Centre to support and assist the youth 
revolution peaceful in Aden, were invited human rights organizations and humanitarian 
solidarity with the journalist on behalf of the public and protect it from repeated attempts 
to be targeted because of his media in support of the Revolution.

Armed attacks on the homes of citizens:

- In a military operation aimed at trapping the southern cities, the Yemeni regime pushed 
thousands of soldiers to the southern provinces in order to grip it and to subject its 
citizens to participate in the presidential election, after they announced their position that 
rejects it.

- As a result of the authorities to viscous forces armed to the teeth of various types of 
weapons to the southern provinces, have been published on the roads and between 
neighborhoods and at the entrances to towns and villages, to form a security cordon and 
military noose tight and constraining any of the protests can be performed by southerners.
The Web site of "Adenalghad" said that dozens of personnel carriers and tanks were seen 
on the evening of Thursday 19 February in the province of Aden on its way to the 
Directorate of Khormaksar, and the other towards the conquest in Altawahi where the 
Presidential Palace.

- The Aden news agency said that a military force composed of four crews military and 
four armored personnel carriers and more than 150 troops stormed on Monday 20 
February in the Kersh border and centered on the hills and plateaus near the houses, and 
adding that the strength of other military is preparing to break into the Directorate of 
Almasimir.

- In the city of Aden proceeded the authority forces on the morning of Monday 20 
February a fire indiscriminately and heavily on the houses adjacent to the Martyrs' Square 
in the district of Almansoura, and on the same reaction to the houses adjacent to the 
Alhashimi Square in Sheikh Othman, also reiterates the scene when forces opened fire on 
the power houses in the neighborhood of Dar Saad. In the history of February 22 shells 
were aimed at power armor forces stationed in front of the Central Bank in the district of 
Crater to bomb the homes which are located in Mountain of Alidarous, hitting a number 
of them and sparked panic in the hearts of children and women. 

- In a communication made by businessman Mohammed Saleh Aljehafi on Wednesday
22 February, in which he referred to the forces used against his hotel tourist object in the 
city of Aden, firing at him, causing severe damage and inflicted material losses big in the 
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hotel building and furniture, in addition to intimidate employees and create a state of fear 
and resentment among guests.

Memorandum for the Human Rights Council:
a
Geneva, 01.03.2012

UN Human Rights Council, 
Session 19, the
The agenda of second item 

Report of the High Commissioner for Human Rights on the visit of the UN mission sent 
to Yemen, No. A/HRC/19/51

Memorandum of Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR):

The President of the nineteenth session of the Council the United Nations human rights 
Council
Ms. of High Commissioner for Human Rights.

The Gentlemen of the delegations Member States of the Human Rights Council.
The Gentlemen of the delegations of the observer states at the19the session of the Human 
Rights Council.
The Gentlemen of the delegations of international and regional organizations and national 
human rights organizations

With a great interest we are looked to the content of the report of the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights on the visit of the UN mission to Yemen during the period from 20 to 
27 of December 2011No. A/HRC/19/51. That report, which explained that the Yemeni 
government forces are continuing to use excessive force against civilians who are 
exercising their right to peaceful assembly.

Here, we draw your attention if the Committee was visited the southern provinces, and 
specifically the province of Aden. It could be touch by  herself Size of the terrible human 
rights violations, and those violations that exceeded the character of the particle to live up 
to the level of crimes against humanity “crimes of genocide” which as defined in "Rome 
system" to the International Criminal Court.

Despite of the decision of your esteemed Council No. 19/18 on September 29 2011 that 
Judge formation of a national commission of inquiry to look into violations of human 
rights, which are pledged to the Yemeni government formation. This report of the High 
Commissioner stressed that the Committee has not yet established. And this refers to the 
Yemeni government that is not fulfill its international obligation which lost thousands of 
dead, wounded, prisoners and other victims of human rights violations. And which 
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allowed them from impunity. This situation put the Council in front of the legal and 
moral responsibility and to look for another mechanism to guarantee those rights.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights recommended that the work of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights contained in the text of its report no. A/HRC/18/21, 
Judge of the Commission to find an independent international investigation, as a 
mechanism can be relied upon justice for the victims, and not allowed the perpetrators 
from impunity.

As a guarantee to limit these violations, we see that is an importance from yours to 
appoint of a special rapporteur on human rights in Yemen, through which the citizens can 
be assured of their rights and fundamental freedoms.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights draws attention of the international 
community represented by the distinguished council that the citizens of South Yemen lost 
since 1994, subject to various types of gross violations of their rights, which are not only 
the political and civil rights, but also in social and economic development. And such 
violations have increased since 2007; the year of the start of the peaceful popular 
movement in Southern Yemen in which they are demanding the right of the people of the 
South to self-determination.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights sees that the stop of the violations is to 
empower people of the South to enjoy the right to self-determination, the right guaranteed 
by international conventions, and adopted by the international community. The people of 
South Yemen had previously been represented in your council distinguished, while the 
previous government (People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen) occupies its place 
among nations as a permanent member of the Organization of the United Nations.

We are in the Southern Observatory for Human Rights call upon the United Nations 
Council for Human Rights to solidarity with the people of southern Yemen to be enable 
to enjoy the right to self-determination and to determine his own choices and orientations.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights takes the session of your esteemed Council 
to express his appreciation to all of you for the attention of you to the human rights in 
Yemen.

Dr Afendi Al-Hajj                                                         Abdulrahman Al-Musibli
The Head of the SOHR Secretary General of the SOHR
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Southern people killed by northern security Units

No Name Type of injury Site of 
injury

Place date

1. .Daimaj A Mansoor Shot Head Mudiah 03.02.2012
2. Mohammed AA Manii Shot Head Almukalla 05.02.2012
3. Saleh A M Alburkani Shot Head Mukairas 06.02.2012
4. Jiiad M Mutahar Shot Head Dalh 09.02.2012
5. Abdussalam A Ali Shot Head Dalh 09.02.2012
6. Fahd Nassib Shot Head Lodar 20.02.2012
7. Hamadau Nassib Shot Head Lodar 20.02.2012
8. Rashsd A Aloubathani Shot UK Ashihr 21.02.2012
9. Saleh Mattash Shot Abdomen Crater 21.02.2012

10. Mohamed A Juail Shot Abdomen Almansurah 21.02.2012
11. Abdo S A Alsubaihi Shot UK Almansurah 21.02.2012
12. Awatig Allahji Shot Abdomen Alhautah 21.02.2012
13. Ahmad M Shaikh Shot Chest Almualla 21.02.2012
14. Mukhtar K Saeed Shot Head Dalh 21.02.2012
15. Awadh S Alaqeel Shot Head Alhautah 21.02.2012
16. Saleh B Alsaiari Shot Chest Sayuun 21.02.2012
17. Fadhk M Jumaie Shot Head Alhautah 21.02.2012
18. Anwar M A Bin Ali Shot left side Darsaad 21.02.2012
19. Salim A Bin Jubair Shot Chest Almualla 21.02.2012
20. Jiibil A Nassir Shot Head Almansurah 21.02.2012
21. Mohamed S Baraidah Shot Head Almukalla 23.02.2012
22. Mohamed O M Alhindi Shot Chest Ashihr 26.02.2012

Southern people injured by northern security Units.

No Name Type of 
injury

Site of injury Place Date

1. Hani Abubakr Poison gas Suffocation Khormaxar 03.92.2012
2. Amid M Naji Shot Head Almualla 03.92.2012
3. Imad S Alhaj Shot Head Almualla 03.92.2012
4. Sharif A H Haidarah Shot Eye Almualla 03.92.2012
5. Mohamed G Mohamed Shot Hand Almualla 03.92.2012
6. Haddad A Mfaraj Poison gas Suffocation Almualla 03.92.2012
7. Saeed A Ahamed Shot Leg Almualla 03.92.2012
8. Haitham A H Algharib Poison gas Suffocation Almualla 03.92.2012
9. Nabeel T Qaid Shot Hand Almualla 03.92.2012

10. Abdurrahman A Muthana Shot Eye Almualla 03.92.2012
11. Mohamed H Abbas Shot Hand Almualla 03.92.2012
12. Hisham N Alyafii Shot Head Almualla 03.92.2012
13. Qaid A M Salim Shot Abdomen Almualla 03.92.2012
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14. Taufiq S Assubaihi Shot Almualla 03.92.2012
15. Ammar A Alyahari Poison gas Suffocation Almualla 03.92.2012
16. Hussein A Alouthali Shot Left side Almualla 03.92.2012
17. Salah Aljabiri Poison gas Suffocation Almualla 03.92.2012
18. Abdrabboh M Assaadi Shot Hand Almualla 03.92.2012
19. Adli O Mohamed Shot Leg Almualla 03.92.2012
20. Faiz A M Salim Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almualla 03.92.2012

21. Saddam J Nasser Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almualla 03.92.2012

22. Ibrahim K Khalid Shot Head Almualla 03.92.2012
23. Tharwan M Salim Shot Foot Almualla 03.92.2012
24. Majid M Muhsin Shot Foot Almualla 03.92.2012
25. Badr Mubarak Shot Almualla 03.92.2012
26. Mohamed Basakran Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almukalla 05.02.2012

27. Shakir S Baraidi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 05.02.2012

28. Ali S Baassass Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 05.02.2012

29. Usamah F Mirsal Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 05.02.2012

30. Saeed M Bashraheel Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 05.02.2012

31. Saleh O Afif Shot Leg Almukalla 05.02.2012
32. Munif A Muhsin Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 08.02.2012

33. Khalid F Ali Shot Severely 
Wounded

Aden 08.02.2012

34. Saeed N Almudassam Shot Shoulder Dalh 09.02.2012
35. Asaad M Ashuaibi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Dalh 09.02.2012

36. Taha Fadhl Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

37. Qassim A Muthana Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

38. Nuuman M Obadi Shot Foot Dalh 09.02.2012
39. Abdullam N Muthanna Shot Severely 

Wounded
Dalh 09.02.2012

40. Aidarus M Muqbil Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

41. Abdurrahman M Alqaisi Shot Foot Dalh 09.02.2012
42. Mohamed A Hamud Shot Foot Dalh 09.02.2012
43. Abu Amid Ashuaibi Shot Foot Dalh 09.02.2012
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44. SAleh Muhsin Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

45. Naji Alfata Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

46. Anwar A Muhsin Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

47. Imad Saeed Shot Severely 
Wounded

Dalh 09.02.2012

48. Ammar Alyafii Shot Kidney Dalh 09.02.2012
49. Najeeb Alhaidi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Dalh 09.02.2012

50. Ahmad A Abdullah Shot Ear Aden 09.02.2012
51. Mnaf A Saeed Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 09.02.2012

52. Sanaa A Makawi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Aden 09.02.2012

53. Ibrahim A Nassir Shot Foot Aden 09.02.2012
54. Mnaf A Arrabii Shot The side Aden 09.02.2012
55. Musid S Musid Shot Severely

Wounded
Aden 09.02.2012

56. Waheeb Alhaddadi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 16.02.2012

57. Abdullah M Aljunaid Shot Head Almukalla 16.02.2012
58. Wahib Alhaddadi Shot Leg Almukalla 19.02.2012
59. Tariq Badhrus Shot Chest Almukalla 19.02.2012
60. Abdullah Aljnaid Shot Head Almukalla 19.02.2012
61. Mohamed Bajnaid Shot Hand Almukalla 19.02.2012
62. Hadi Abbas Shot Severely 

Wounded
Tarim 19.02.2012

63. Hussein Mubarak Shot Severely 
Wounded

Tarim 19.02.2012

64. Abdullah Ali Shot Severely 
Wounded

Tarim 19.02.2012

65. Yaqub S Bahraish Shot Leg Tarim 20.02.2012
66. Mustafa M Bashaaiuth Shot Foot Tarim 20.02.2012
67. Ahmad Alahdal Shot Back Tarim 20.02.2012
68. Saqqaf A M Aduwailah Bomb 

fragments
Hand Tarim 20.02.2012

69. Abdulqadir S Annobi Shot The side Tarim 20.02.2012
70. Fadhl -Aljuraidhi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Dalh 20.02.2012

71. Abdullah K Bakhatib Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 20.02.2012

72. Omar M Alahiqi Shot Severely Almukalla 20.02.2012
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Wounded
73. Arafat Q Salah Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almukalla 20.02.2012

74. Ali Saad Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 20.02.2012

75. Mazin S Alhindi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Almukalla 20.02.2012

76. Mohamed M Abdullah Poison gas Suffocation Ataq 20.02.2012
77. Abdullah A Abu julaidah Shot Severely 

Wounded
Ataq 20.02.2012

78. Jalal Alyafii Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

79. Aidrus Almansab Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

80. Hussein Alhutaibi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

81. Ahmad A Abdulhaq Poison gas Suffocation Ataq 20.02.2012
82. Samid Hussein Shot Severely 

Wounded
Ataq 20.02.2012

83. Mohamed Saleh Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

84. Assad Fadaq Poison gas Suffocation Ataq 20.02.2012
85. Hussein Hanshal Shot Severely 

Wounded
Ataq 20.02.2012

86. Amin Alharish Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

87. Ahmad Bamabad Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

88. Abdullah S Sueilem Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

89. Salah A Annajar Shot Severely 
Wounded

Ataq 20.02.2012

90. Qais Asaad Poison gas Suffocation Ataq 20.02.2012
91. Salim S Alwadi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Addis 21.02.2012

92. Muhsin A Basaad Shot Pelvis Addis 21.02.2012
93. Salim M Bakuweina Shot Leg Addis 21.02.2012
94. Saleh A Bin Silmah Shot The side Addis 21.02.2012
95. Abdullah Bajbae Shot Abdomen Addis 21.02.2012
96. Salim S Abasiri Shot Leg Addis 21.02.2012
97. Salim Baras Shot Severely 

Wounded
Addis 21.02.2012

98. Hamdi Alhaddadi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Addis 21.02.2012
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99. Samid Y Husein Shot Burns Aden 21.02.2012
100. Saleh A Alhaddi Shot Foot Aden 21.02.2012
101. Waddah M A Jamil Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
102. Abdurrahman M Farii Shot Head Aden 21.02.2012
103. Ahmad A Hassan Shot Both Feet Aden 21.02.2012
104. Wahiib Fuad Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 21.02.2012

105. Khaled A Saleh Shot Severely 
Wounded

Aden 21.02.2012

106. Majdadin K Hassen Shot Foot Aden 21.02.2012
107. Fattah J Jarmani Shot Leg Aden 21.02.2012
108. Mohamed Y A Jabir Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
109. Mohamed A A Yahia Shot Neck Aden 21.02.2012
110. Ajib Bin Ajib Rayan Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
111. Raafat Saeed Shot Leg Aden 21.02.2012
112. Muadh T Ahmad Shot Leg Aden 21.02.2012
113. Yusri A Ahamed Shot Foot Aden 21.02.2012
114. BAssam Fahd Shot Foot Aden 21.02.2012
115. Khaled H M Ahmed Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
116. Nabeel A Hussein Shot Abdomen Aden 21.02.2012
117. Yahia A Abdulkarim Shot Leg and Hand Aden 21.02.2012
118. Anis Q Abdoh Shot Leg Aden 21.02.2012
119. Jussein H Abdullah Shot Back Aden 21.02.2012
120. Ali H Lutfi Shot Shoulder Aden 21.02.2012
121. Mohamed M Qasim Shot Leg Almansurah 21.02.2012
122. Lutfi A Abdo Shot Leg Almansurah 21.02.2012
123. Munil M Saeed Shot Chest Almansurah 21.02.2012
124. Mohamed H A Ali Shot Hand Almansurah 21.02.2012
125. Mohamed A Alawi Shot Leg Almansurah 21.02.2012
126. Murad A Mohamed Shot Knee Almansurah 21.02.2012
127. Husein Y M Saleh Shot Eye Almansurah 21.02.2012
128. Salah M Muqrii Shot Severely 

Wounded
Albraiqa 21.02.2012

129. Alkhadhar Bajarad Shot Back Aden 21.02.2012
130. Abduljabar A Alyafii Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
131. Abdulkhaliq O Ashuaibi Shot Knee Aden 21.02.2012
132. Qassim A Qassim Shot Hand Aden 21.02.2012
133. Ihab Ashuaibi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almansurah 21.02.2012

134. Abdulfatah A Ali Shot Severely 
Wounded

Aden 21.02.2012

135. Mohamed A Wahdi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Aden 21.02.2012

136. Fadhl M Saeed Shot Severely Aden 21.02.2012
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Wounded
137. Hadi A Assaqaf Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 21.02.2012

138. Mahmud Yasin Shot Foot Aden 21.02.2012
139. Asil S A Muthana Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 21.02.2012

140. Khalid J Baghrib Shot Abdomen Ashihr 21.02.2012
141. Ghassan Alqamli Shot Severely 

Wounded
Aden 21.02.2012

142. Mohamed A Bamithqal Shot Abdomen Almukalla 21.02.2012
143. Abdullah A Bahibri Shot Abdomen Almukalla 21.02.2012
144. Faraj S Bamuumin Shot Shoulder Almukalla 21.02.2012
145. Muadh A Baghazal Shot Left Arm Almukalla 21.02.2012
146. Abubakr A Alhmumi Shot Left leg Almukalla 21.02.2012
147. Khalid A A Jabir Shot Right leg Almukalla 21.02.2012
148. Saleh M Alammari Shot Left Arm Almukalla 21.02.2012
149. Rami F Alyamani Shot Leg Almukalla 21.02.2012
150. Fahim O Alamudi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almukalla 21.02.2012

151. Abdullah H Alamudi Shot Leg Almukalla 21.02.2012
152. Saeed A Alamudi Shot Leg Almukalla 21.02.2012
153. Iman S Attamimi Shot Severely 

Wounded
Almukalla 21.02.2012

154. Saeed A Bin Faraj Shot Hand Almukalla 21.02.2012
155. Ahmad N Allahji Shot Pelvis Almukalla 21.02.2012
156. Abubajr M Awadh Shot Foot Ashihr 21.02.2012
157. Hussein S Basawad Shot Foot Ashihr 21.02.2012
158. Ibrahim S Bawafi Shot Leg Ashihr 21.02.2012
159. Aqil S Basaif Shot Nose Hourah 21.02.2012
160. Abdullah M Bazaid Poison gas Suffocation Hourah 21.02.2012
161. Imad Bayaashut Poison gas Suffocation Hourah 21.02.2012
162. Saleh S Bayaashut Poison gas Suffocation Hourah 21.02.2012
163. Arafat Q Saleh Shot Severely 

Wounded
Hdaibo 21.02.2012

164. Ali Saad Shot Severely 
Wounded

Hdaibo 21.02.2012

165. Mazin S Alhindi Shot Severely 
Wounded

Hdaibo 21.02.2012

166. Ahmaed A Majid Shot Severely 
Wounded

Hdaibo 21.02.2012

167. Sarah Abdulqadir Shot Hand Almansurah 25.02.2012
168. Ali M Abdulilah Shot Foot Almansurah 25.02.2012
169. Badr A Abdoh Bomb 

fragment
Neck Almansurah 25.02.2012
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170. Kfaiah Q Hussein Shot Chest Almansurah 25.02.2012
171. Mohamed A Azzabidi Shot Head Almansurah 25.02.2012
172. Hisham S Awadh Shot Foot Almansurah 25.02.2012
173. Ibrahim F Ashueibi Shot Back Almansurah 25.02.2012
174. Saleh O Bin Attas Shot العند 27.02.2012
175. Ahmed A Banafii Shot Almukalla 23.02.2012
176. Omar A Alhijri Almukalla 23.02.2012
177. Zaidah Hussein Bomb 

fragment
Darsaad 07.02.2012

178. Khalid J Baghareeb Shot Abdomen Ashihr 21.02.2012
179. Omar M Alheiqi Ear Ghailbawazir 21.02.2012
180. Wail Zabkh Poison gas Suffocation Ataq 21.02.2012
181. Mahfuz M Ubaid Severely 

Wounded
Snah 21.02.2012

182. Fadhk Aljraidi Severely 
Wounded

Snah 21.02.2012

183. Mohamed A Nasser Severely 
Wounded

Snah 21.02.2012

184. Fuad Abdulaziz Severely 
Wounded

Snah 21.02.2012

185. Mohamed A Saleh Severely 
Wounded

Snah 21.02.2012

Southern people arrested by the Northern security units 

No Name Date Province
1. Fahmi Bashaghnun 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
2. Afif O Almarfadi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
3. Bakri O Bahebri 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
4. Assmuhi O Batahf 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
5. Ashraf Bahmaish 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
6. Rashad Saeed 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
7. Faiz Bin Hamud 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
8. Muras S Bin Ghoudal 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
9. Salim Ganbus 05.02.2012 Hadhramot

10. Abdullah A Alaamudi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
11. Ashaikh Saleh Attamimi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
12. Waleed Baassass 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
13. Hani Bakhmais 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
14. Hamadah Darwish 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
15. Abdullah Blfashr 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
16. Ahmad Mohamed 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
17. Shakir S Baraidi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
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18. Faiz S Afif 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
19. Naji Bashaghnun 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
20. Mohamed S Basakran 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
21. Usamah Mirsal 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
22. Fahd S Bamihriz 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
23. Yassir M Bashraheel 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
24. Bakri Alaamudi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
25. Ali Saeed Baassas 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
26. Fahd Babhaish 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
27. Faiz Bin Hamud 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
28. Abdullah Bajabal 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
29. Ahmad Baassas 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
30. Saeed Hmaidan 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
31. Mabruk Baubal 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
32. Ali Andurrahman 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
33. Ahmad M Bawafid 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
34. Awadh S Bahrb 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
35. Afif S Baghailah 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
36. Abdullah A Bakuwairi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
37. Mazin A Bakuwairi 05.02.2012 Hadhramot
38. Ahmad O Alymaini 12.02.2012 Hadhramot
39. Fikri Abdullah 15.02.2012 Aden
40. Abdussalam M Faraj 15.02.2012 Aden
41. Hanash Thabit 15.02.2012 Aden
42. Nabeel Haidarah 15.02.2012 Aden
43. Mohamed Shujaa 15.02.2012 Aden
44. Meen Thabit 15.02.2012 Aden
45. Nassr Ahmad 15.02.2012 Aden
46. Zaid Q Thabit 17.02.2012 Aden
47. Mohamed A Almansuri 17.02.2012 Aden
48. Bakil Aljamali 17.02.2012 Aden
49. Sami Alkaladi 17.02.2012 Aden
50. Awadh Alakbari 20.02.2012
51. Ghazi Alakbari 20.02.2012
52. Omar H Baomar 20.02.2012
53. Ibrahim S Bamaarifah 20.02.2012
54. Ahmad S Bamaarifah 20.02.2012
55. Jahd Nassir 20.02.2012
56. Adil Musslim 20.02.2012
57. Faiz Nassr 20.02.2012
58. Majid Ahmad 20.02.2012
59. Ahmad Faraj 20.02.2012 Shabwah
60. Saleh A Alashali 20.02.2012 Hadhramot
61. Sadiq H Baabbad 20.02.2012 Hadhramot
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62. Raid M Salim 20.02.2012
63. Saad A Nuh 21.02.2012 Soqotra
64. Ahmad A Bin Majid 21.02.2012 Soqotra
65. Alim A Rzaiq 21.02.2012 Tarim
66. Abdullah Aljawi 21.02.2012 Tarim
67. Tawfiq Aljobaii 21.02.2012
68. Mohamed K A Bin Shamis 21.02.2012
69. Hisham J S Massab 21.02.2012
70. Ali S M Birrishah 21.02.2012
71. Mohamed B Arrmaili 21.02.2012
72. Zaid Alomary 21.02.2012
73. Abdo Bajouf 21.02.2012
74. Amin Bin Garman 21.02.2012
75. Hassan Bin Hassan Attafi 21.02.2012
76. Salim Bin Ashaibah 21.02.2012
77. Waleed Bayunis 21.02.2012
78. Muhsin Alakbari 21.02.2012
79. Faiz Bin Shamlan 21.02.2012

Photos of the killed and injoured

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest mar ch Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march Almualla
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Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Wounded By security units and 
elements of Islah party during a 
protest march in Almualla

Shelling of Dalh City by the 
Northern Army

The Child Abdussalalam A Ali, 13 
years, killed by northern security 
units.

A man wounded by northern 
Forces in Dalh 

A man wounded by northern 
Forces in Dalh

Wounded by killed by northern 
security units

The Child Ammar Alyafii 
wounded by northern security units 
in Aden.

Ahmed A Abdulla wounded by 
northern security units in Aden

ا
Wounded in Almukalla during Day 
of detainees demonstrationWounded in Ataq on 20 

February 2012

http://hh7.an3m1.com/
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A chilled killed by northern 
security forces in Darsaad

Southern woundedWounded in ShabwaWounded by northern security 
forces

Rahsad A Bin Bakr Alobathani, 
killed by northern security forces

Southern Wounded
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Mohamed Alkhadhr Jiibl, killed 
during protest against the election 
in the South.
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Ali Mohamed Abdulla, injured at 
his right leg

ا
Salah Mattash, killed in Aden 
during a protest against the election 
in the South

Mohamed Baraidah, killed in 
Hadramout by northern security 
forcesMohmaed M Qassin, 55 years, 

wounded in the leg during a 
protest march against the 
election.

Muhsin A Basaad, injured at his legFahim O Alamudiy injured at  his 
shoulder in Hadramout

Abdullah K Bahussein, 
wounded
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Abdulla H Alamudi, woudedSaeed A Alamudi, wounded at the 
leg

Salim M Bakuwain, wounded

Salim S Alnsairi, wounded

Moumin (Bajiiman) wounded

A lady wounded by security 
forces
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Badr A Radman

The child, Ibrahim F S Ashuaibi
Salim M Bakuwaina

SAeed N Almudasam, woundedSAeed N Almudasam, wounded

Videos:

 Videos showing the crime acts of the Yemeni security forces and armed elements 
of Islah Party
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embedded_player=feature&XKPk9qFr52Q=v?watch/com.youtube.www://http

 Video shows the aggression of the armed elements of Islah Party

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52qFr9XKPk&feature=player_embedded

 Video shows the aggression of the armed elements of Islah Party against the protest 
march in Almualla, February 02, 2012:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmP3qLVj5lE&feature=player_embedded

 Video shows killing of Mohamed A Abdulmanii
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r-_obOJM80

 Video shows what happened in Dalh, Frbruary 9th, 2012, two killed and dozens 
injured

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded

 Video shows what happened in Dalh, Frbruary 9th, 2012, two killed and dozens 
injured

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmaMe_V-slI&feature=player_embedded#!

 Fire on protests in the South
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL9GXOQ181Y&feature=player_embedded#!

 Rami A Nasser wounded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04oxCRPzxwg&feature=player_embedded
 Salim A Bin Jabr, killed on February 21, 2012 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=4-b--gva_-g#!

 Mohamed Barauda, killed on Februay 23, 2012 in Almukalla
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL-r_03R2bI&feature=player_embedded#!

 Almansurah, February 25, 2012 Gun fire
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDWo7kUCYAM&feature=player_embedded

 Almansurah, February 25, 2012 Security forces attacks the place of Martyrs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMUDRkegXLI&feature=player_embedded

 Aalah Mattash, killed in Crater, Aden on February 21, 2012 Crater
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHroVeEvEWU&feature=player_embedded&skipcon
trinter=1

 Deaths and wounded on the Election day 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBb2yVf0Yoc&feature=player_embedded#!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52qFr9XKPk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52qFr9XKPk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmP3qLVj5lE&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r-_obOJM80
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmaMe_V-slI&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL9GXOQ181Y&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04oxCRPzxwg&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=4-b--gva_-g#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL-r_03R2bI&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDWo7kUCYAM&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMUDRkegXLI&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHroVeEvEWU&feature=player_embedded&skipcontrinter=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBb2yVf0Yoc&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52qFr9XKPk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmP3qLVj5lE&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9r
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmaMe_V
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL9GXOQ181Y&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/wa
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDWo7kUCYAM&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMUDRkegXLI&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHroVeEvEWU&feature=player_embedded&skipcon
http://www.youtube.com
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 Attack on a  funeral march in Almansurah February 21, 2012 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bdq_1XYmULM&feature=player_embedded

 Deaths and wounded on the Election Day 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihn7VXJt3uc&feature=player_embedded

 Victims of the Election day in the south 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p7OB_646Mk&feature=player_embedded

 Almansurah, February 25, 2012 Security forces attacks the place of Martyrs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fR1FRDKse8&feature=player_embedded#!

 Southern inhjured in a hospital in Almukalla
http://www.mukallatoday.com/pages/Details.aspx?ID=13962&&C=NewsDetails

 Injured in Ferbruary 21, in Aden
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghgP89ssWvw&feature=player_embedded#!

 Two killed and dozens injured
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded

 Khaled J Baghareeb, injured
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxViZSd6DM

 Omar M Alhaiqi, injured
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QPZD89PC88

For the contacts:

The main office of
Southern Observatory for
Human Rights (SOHR)
Dr. Afendi Al-Hajj
Waldheimstrasse 6
3012 Bern, Switzerland
Tel: +41 797 80 88 49
Fax: +41 31 305 49 87
Sohraden@hotmail.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bdq_1XYmULM&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihn7VXJt3uc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p7OB_646Mk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fR1FRDKse8&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.mukallatoday.com/pages/Details.aspx?ID=13962&&C=NewsDetails
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghgP89ssWvw&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxViZSd6DM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QPZD89PC88
mailto:Sohraden@hotmail.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bdq_1XYmULM&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihn7VXJt3uc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p7OB_646Mk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fR1FRDKse8&feature=player_embedded#!
http://www.mukallatoday.com/pages/Details.aspx?ID=13962&&C=NewsDetails
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghgP89ssWvw&feature=player_embe
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7syb141Mf4&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxViZSd6DM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QPZD89PC88
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www.sohr-aden.org

The Lawyer Abdulrahman Al-musibali
Geneva , Switzerland
almusibli@hotmail.com

Ali f. saleh
Bern . Switzerland
Aden5050@hotmail.com

------------------------------------------------
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